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Secrets of the Lost SummerSecrets of the Lost Summer

Olivia Frost is back in her small hometown to transform a historic house into an idyllic getaway. Picturesque and

perfect—if only the absentee owner will fix up the eyesore next door.…

Dylan McCaffrey’s ramshackle house is an inheritance he never counted on. It also holds the key to a generations-old

lost treasure he can’t resist…any more than he can resist his new neighbor. 

Originally published in 2012

That Night on Thistle LaneThat Night on Thistle Lane

Librarian Phoebe O’Dunn’s life is safe and uneventful…until she discovers a secret cache of vintage clothing,

including a spectacular gown perfect for a gala masquerade. In the guise of a princess, Phoebe is captivated by a

handsome swashbuckler. When Noah and Phoebe meet again, neither one is sure they can trust the magic of the

night they shared—until an unexpected threat prompts them to unmask their truest selves.

Originally published in 2013
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Cider BrookCider Brook

Samantha is a treasure hunter who has returned to Knights Bridge to solve a 300-year-old mystery and salvage her

good name. And the good-looking, bad-boy firefighter who rescues her from an abandoned old New England cider

mill just happens to be Justin Sloan, who knows a secret about Samantha’s past. But just because he doesn’t trust her

doesn’t mean he can resist her. 

Originally published in 2014

Christmas at Carriage HillChristmas at Carriage Hill

Alexandra Rankin Hunt is in tiny Knights Bridge to create the dresses for Olivia Frost’s Christmas wedding. To

Alexandra’s surprise, Ian Mabry, the sexy fighter pilot who was her worst heartbreak yet, is also at the country inn. If

anyone can charm his way into a party, it’s him. Ian wants more than an invitation—he’s determined to find a way

back into Alexandra’s life.

Originally published in 2014
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